MASTERPLAN

the game of urban conquer
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objective

Welcome to Tryste!
You play the part of an ambitious corporation, recently given rights to
purchase and improve land on this recently abandoned island.
Here you’ll find all varieties of land, from previously developed and
abandoned brownfields, to virgin resource cornucopias (that the public
would prefer to turn into scapes).
The land is purchased as stoojes (small triangles), and land types are
distributed along tiers (big triangles). A blyce is the same size as a big
triangle (4 stoojes), but spread out along multiple land types.
The object of the game is to build as much as possible. Once all
non-desert stoojes have been improved, players count up their
improvements (anything done to a stooj after buying it) and the
player with the most improvements, wins!
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typical game set up
BANK
Set up the bank as seen with Role Cards, Event Cards, Quality Tokens,
Zoning Indicators, Resources, and Gobs.
Items that are owned by the bank with limits include:
Resource Mines:
4 Lumber Yards, 3 Concrete Facilities, 2 Glass Plants, 1 Steel Mill
Expertise Huts: 2 Architecture Firms, 2 Construction Companies, 2 Lairs
These are explained on the Developer Role page and in the Glossary.
Items not seen that are still owned by the bank include:
Development Tiles, Standard Constructs, & Special Development Slabs,
explained more on the next page.

GAMEBOARD
Set up the gameboard as desired using any of the pieces to the left.
For beginning players, we recommend using one or both of the hex
pieces, the first negating the need to think about Virgin land and
Resource Mines, while the second provides one of every land type,
providing everything necessary for a full game of about 1.5 hours.
The number of tiers is the primary determiner of game time, so players
can set up individual tiers as desired with a rule of thumb that every 1
tier of land can account for approximately 10-15 minutes of play
(once players are familiar with the rules)
Once a game board is set up players should zone 3 tiers of land, one
for each zoning type (Residential, Commercial, Industrial). Beginning
players should set place zoning indicators as demonstrated to the left.
For a longer game, ignore this step, or place them differently.

PLAYER COUNT
Masterplan can be played with 2 to 6 Players.
With 2 Players, each player should pick
2 roles before the end of the year.
Players may also start with $1000 instead of $600
With 3 Players, each player should start with
one of each type of Development Tile.
With 4 Players, players should follow the
rules for a Typical Game. This is the standard.
With 5-6 Players, the game moves a lot faster
(assuming players are familiar with the rules)
and thus a larger gameboard should be used.
LAND PIECES
The a game board may be set up with
any combination of these piece types!
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player set up_typical game
Place all Development Tiles
of YOUR COLOR to the side,
owned by the Bank. They are drawn
during the Development Phase.

Place all

Special Development Slabs
& Standard Constructs

You start the game with 0

of YOUR COLOR to the side,
queued on the player board
when about to be played with
the Contractor or Developer.
Land purchased during the
Realtor Phase is also marked
with these pieces.

MASTERPLAN

PRICES
ZONING BOARD
Residential:
adjacent to:
+50%
-50%

Commercial:
adjacent to:

+50%

Industrial:
adjacent to:
+50%

CONTRACTOR
Ruddy Shack
Victorian House
Apartment Complex
Mansion Estate

Cost

PP Income

Reductions
DEVELOPER
Lumber: -$60
Concrete: -$50
Scape
Glass: -$30
Steel: N/A

Cost

$30
$70
$120
$200

+1
+2
+3
+5

$10
$20
$30
$50

$50
Kiosk
$120
Quick E-Mart
McDoogle’s Dept Store $200
SuperMega Mall
$350

+1
+3
+5
+10
+2

$10
$30
$50
$100
$20

+4
+8
+16

$40 Concrete: -$50 Concrete Facility
Glass Plant
$80 Glass: -$40
Steel Mill
$160 Steel: -$100

$80
Sweat Shop
$180
Warehouse
Factory
$300
Airline Production Unit $500

Lumber: -$30 Arch. Firm
Concrete: -$50
Const. Co.
Glass: -$70
Lair
Steel: -$40
Lumber: N/A

Lumber Yard

Year End Benefits In Masterplan, you play the head of a corporation
provides +1 PP
for every adjacent
building

Draw Developer

Develop 4 Brownfields
Build on 1 of each Zone
Build 2 Resource Mines

making their mark in the new city of Tryste. The
game ends at the end of the year that all nondesert stoojes have been developed. The
winner is the player with most Improvements.
Use this gameboard as a guide. For extensive
rule explanations, see the instruction manual.

provides +6
provides +3
unique resources
highest single
income from others

$100

if on related
land, +3 of that
resource, -1 PP

$100
$200
$200

if elsewhere,
+1 resource

REALTOR
Plains:
Brownfield:
Forest:
Coast:
Desert:
Mountains:

Cost

Notes

$30

N/A

$20

$60 to DEVELOP, +1 PP per improvement

$60

DEVELOP first stooj = 2 Lumber, -2 PP

$100

DEVELOP first stooj = 2 Concrete, -2 PP

$10
$150

Glass Plant, or $80 to CONVERT w/ BID win
DEVELOP first stooj = 2 Steel, -2 PP

PIECES

50

PLACE QUEUED ITEMS
TO BE USED HERE

100

PLACE QUEUED
YEARLY INCOME HERE

PLACE QUEUED CONSTRUCTION & QUALITY TOKENS HERE

PLACE
OWNED
QUALITY
TOKENS
HERE

PLACE OWNED DEVELOPMENT HERE

AFTER 3,
ADD 1 PP
PLACE LAST USED THEN
EVENT CARDS HERE DISCARD

PLACE AVAILABLE
AND ACTIVE
EVENT CARDS HERE

PLACE OWNED RESOURCES HERE

Follow Organizational Directions on this
Player Board & use as reference for Prices

3 Quality Tokens

10
10
10
20
20
50
50
50
100
100

600 Gobs:
4 x $10
3 x $20
4 x $50
3 x $100
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play sequence_typical game
RESCOMIND

After completing game setup, the first Project Leader must be chosen.
Later, this is always the player with most Influence, but since every
player starts with 1 Prestige Point, the first Project Leader is decided by
rounds of ResComInd.
ResComInd is a game similar to Rocks Paper Scissors, in which two
players shake their fists at each other then pick a hand position.
There are three hand positions, and each beats one other.
To represent Residential, a player sticks up both thumbs (like people).
To represent Commercial, a player holds loose fists facing down
(like holding a shopping cart). To represent Industrial, a player flexes
their fists up (like lifting heavy machinery)

RESIDENTIAL BEATS COMMERCIAL

Two at a time, players shake fists, make eye contact, and say:
Res! Com! Ind! Zone! On ‘Zone’, they display their hand position choice.
If players pick the same position, they play again.
If there is an odd number of players, players use double elimination so
that every player gets equal chances.
The game also serves as a reminder for which adjacencies provide
Standard Constructs with +50% income, but we’ll get to that.
Whoever comes out ahead in the end, receives the Project Leader card.

COMMERCIAL BEATS INDUSTRIAL

YEARLY CYCLE

1) The Project Leader picks the first Role of the year, performs
Cardholder Actions, then Player Actions. Once they are finished, the
next player clockwise (follow the finger) performs Player Actions.
2) After they are done, the next player to the left performs Player
Actions, and so on until every player has done so.
3) Next, the Player to the left of the Project Leader picks a Role,
performs Cardholder Actions, then Player Actions.
4) After they are done, the next player to the left performs Player
Actions, and so on until every player has had such an opportunity.

INDUSTRIAL BEATS RESIDENTIAL

Note:
-Trading of anything owned by a player (including everything from
Quality Tokens and purchased land, to Event Cards and constructed
buildings) also occurs during a player’s turn.
-If a Cardholder Action is to draw an Event Card (Architect, Contractor,
Mafia, Media), this must be done, and must be done before all other
Cardholder or Player Actions, including trading with other players. If a
card instructs a player to use the card immediately, they must.
Otherwise, follow instructions for later use.

PROJECT LEADER

AT YEAR END

CARDHOLDER (player with highest influence)

PICK 1st role of the year

1) Place $10 on all unplayed Roles.
2) If player has Hype, turn middle card over on Influence Counter.
3) Calculate any gained or lost PP.
4) Receive Gob Income, accounting for adjacent constructions, quality,
& any applicable cards. If Hype was bought this year, Highest Single
Income uses Hype Multiplier.
5) Receive Goody Income

Winner of ResComInd starts with
this card. They keep it until a player
at the end of a year, after income,
possesses more Influence than they
do. That player then takes the card
and is the new Project Leader.
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role detail_direct
Before land can ever be developed or constructed on, it has to be zoned. While
the game starts with several tiers already zoned, the Zoning Board phase is
where everything else will be zoned.
The player who picks the Zoning Board role receives the benefit of picking
which tier will be zoned during that phase. If they desire, they may also pick a
stooj (zoned or unzoned) to create a Zoning Variance for.
Next, players discuss and vote on how to zone the tier chosen by Cardholder.
Players vote in clockwise order starting with the Cardholder.
Players vote with ALL of their Influence (Prestige Points + Hype).
Voting does not subtract Prestige Points or Hype after completed.
The Zoning Type (Residential, Commercial, Industrial) that receives the most
votes then has an appropriate tile placed on the tier.
Next, if desired, the Cardholder may wish to bid for the creation of a Zoning
Variance. This may be done on any undeveloped stooj; zoned or unzoned,
purchased or unpurchased. Bidding is done with PP. Other Players may either
bid with the Cardholder for the Variance, or bid against the variance to block it.

ZONING BOARD

For example, Jim, having just successfully zoned a Plains tier to Residential, may
decide he would like to zone the middle stooj Industrial so that he may profit
off of the three potential adjacent Residentials (+150% Income) He begins to
bid for a Zoning Variance there at 3 PP. Sally immediately bids 10 PP for a
Zoning Variance Block, since she has 2 of those Residential stoojes already and
would be producing at -50% for both of them once they are constructed. Sally,
low on PP, gets Lex to help her by bribing him, and he puts in 10 PP as well,
making the block at 20 PP. Jim really wants this though, and bids 25 PP, which
is not topped, and he receives the Zoning Variance, placing an Industrial tile on
that stooj. Jim immediately loses 25 PP, while Sally and Richard keep their PP.

CARDHOLDER

CHOOSE 1 Tier to zone
BID 1 Stooj for Zoning Variance
ALL PLAYERS

ZONE Tier on the basis of player votes
(weighted by Influence (PP + Hype))
BID Block Zoning Variance

Before you can Develop land, it has to be bought. It also has to be zoned, but it
doesn’t need to be zoned for you to buy it. An advantage of owning land before
it is zoned is you can immediately develop it once it is zoned, or sell it to other
players when open land becomes scarce.
The player who picks the Realtor role receives the benefit of purchasing 1 entire
blyce, while the other players may only purchase 1 stooj. A blyce, made up of 4
stoojes on 3 different tiers forming an equilateral triangle, allows the
Cardholder to purchase land more strategically. Perhaps they’ll spread their
bought land over different zones while well aware of what adjacencies they’ll
use. They might also buy land that they know other players greatly desire.
The Cardholder may NOT purchase a tier. Note that a blyce may be less than 4
stoojes if inhibited by water, other players’ stoojes, or the edge of the board.
The remaining Players, in clockwise order, then may each purchase 1 stooj if
they desire. Unlike the Cardholder, they are under no obligation to purchase
land. Again, the land may be zoned or unzoned.

REALTOR

Place any Standard Construct piece directly on purchased stooj(es).
For example, Jim may really want to get moving on the Industrial
improvements he’ll be making to the middle stooj he previously received a
Zoning Variance for. However, he has not purchased that land yet, so to stop
other players from buying that land just to block him, he chooses to the Realtor
Role so he has first pick for land (say it is now the next year and he is Project
Leader). Because he must purchase an entire blyce, he ends up with 2 stoojes
he doesn’t need at the moment, but also the stooj he got a Zoning Variance for
as well as one of the Residential stoojes, which he will develop to guarantee at
least one 50% boost to his Industrial construct’s income.

CARDHOLDER

BUY 1 Blyce
ALL OTHER PLAYERS

BUY 1 Stooj if desired
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role detail_direct
Before Standard Buildings may be constructed, bought land must be developed.
However, 1 Special Development (Expertise Hut, Resource Mine, or Scape) may
be built immediately without need of developing with Development Tiles.
Unlike the Realtor Phase or the Contractor Phase, there is no inherent limit to
the number of developments you may create during the Developer Phase.
Note that being the first to develop a stooj in any VIRGIN tier immediately
garners a public outcry, though you are able to get away with some resources
before stricter laws are imposed. You LOSE 2 Prestige Points, but gain 2
Resources, based on what that land is most capable of producing: Virgin Forest:
2 Lumber, Virgin Coast: 2 Concrete, Virgin Mountains: 2 Steel.
Desert can only be developed into Glass Plants, or the entire tier must be
terraformed for $80. If someone wishes to BLOCK a conversion, the players enter
into a Prestige Point bidding war, (like the Zoning Variance).. If they are
unsuccessful, they do not lose their $80, but the winning player(s) who
performed the Block do lose the PP they bid. If successful, the conversion is
random, decided by 1 Forest, 1 Coast, 1 Mountain, & 3 Plain tiers, shuffling them,
turning them on their back, and having the terraforming player pick one.

DEVELOPER

After the first stooj is developed, any other development or building (except for
Scapes or Expertise Huts) still lose 2 Prestige Points, but no resources are gained.

CARDHOLDER

DRAW +1 Development Tile
DEVELOP 1 free Scape

For example, Sally chooses Developer because she desperately needs
improvements, but is doing fine on income, so she still thinks its worth it to
build on those two Residential stoojes that are going to have -50% incomes. She
places two Residential Development Tiles on those stoojes, as well as a Scape
adjacent to one of them on another stooj she owns so that she’ll at least get
some Prestige Points. Jim of course wants to build Industrial, so he draws and
places an Industrial Development Tile on his Zoning Varianced stooj. He also
wants to start lowering cost for Industrial, so he builds a Steel Mill on an owned
and Industrially zoned Mountain stooj, adjacent to Sally’s Mansion Estate.

ALL PLAYERS

DRAW 1 Development Tile
PLACE Tile(s) on zoned & bought land
BUILD 1 Expertise Hut or Resource Mine

This is the phase where you really get things done.
Picking 1 improved stooj, players may build a Standard Construct
(appropriate to zoning type) to the furthest improvement they can afford,
paying for each improvement on the way.
New Construction (just developed) may be placed on your stooj, or on the
stooj of any player with less Influence, though 20% of that building’s Year End
income will go to that player.
When building New Construction, you may affix up to 6 Quality Tokens. Also
Note that if you have more than 50 Influence (Prestige Points + Hype),
New Construction is 50% off for as far you improve it this round, and more than
75 Influence allows you to build on 2 stoojes in 1 Contractor Phase.
Improving existing Construction allows +1 Quality Token per Improvement.
Every Quality Token affixed to a building instantly provides 1 Prestige Point.
One or more Quality Tokens provides +50% gob income for that construction.
For example, if Jim built a Sweatshop last year and neglected to place any
Quality Tokens on it, this year he can only place 1 Quality Token for each
Improvement he may make. If he improves to a Warehouse, he may place 1
Quality Token. If he improves to a Factory, he may place 2 Quality Tokens. If he
improves to an Airline Production Unit, he may place 3 Quality Tokens (if he has
them). He has 3, but wants to save one of them for next year, so even though
he improves to an Airline Production Facility, he only affixes 2 Tokens.

CONTRACTOR
CARDHOLDER

DRAW 1 Contractor Card
DRAW 1 free Resource
ALL PLAYERS

IMPROVE 1 Stooj as a
Standard Construct

Also note that resources give discounts on all buildings based on the zoning
type and may be spent as much as desired, though no gob change is given.
Adjacent zoning types may also add or subtract 50% gob income. For example,
now that Jim has placed a Quality Token on his Airline Production Facility and it
is surrounded by 3 Residential Improvements, it will produce at 300%.

MASTERPLAN
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role detail_supportive
While it is perfectly possible to build from standardized designs that have not
been updated in 20 years, it is preferable to hire an architect. With their design
sense, you’re likely to get buildings that provide better living conditions for its
inhabitants through superior airflow, sun use, and energy savings. Such
buildings also gain more notice from the public.
Quality Tokens represent the impact of an Architect, and thus are gained during
the Architect phase.
Quality Tokens are placed on a Standard Construct that is being created or
improved during the Contractor phase. They play no role on Special
Developments during the Developer phase.
On a New Construction, up to 6 Quality Tokens may be affixed. When improving
an existing construction, 1 Quality Token may be placed for every improvement.
Thus, for an existing construction, no more than 3 new Quality Tokens may be
affixed since no more than 3 improvements can possibly be made.

ARCHITECT

If 1 or more Quality Tokens are affixed to a Standard Construct, the building
will produce gob income at +50% at the end of the year, the same as a positive
adjacency. Thus it is nearly always worth placing at least 1 Quality Token on a
building if possible.

CARDHOLDER

DRAW 1 Architect Card
DRAW +2 Quality Tokens
ALL PLAYERS

Finally, Quality Tokens are useful because when the Architect card is drawn, you
are more likely to be rewarded for having ‘buildings of quality’, and less likely to
be hurt when something like a natural disaster occurs.

DRAW 1 Quality Token
(provides +50% income and +1 PP per token up
to 6 when any are affixed to a Standard Construct

The Mafia’s Role in the construction industry is well-known. From controlling
the flow of resources, to blocking zoning decisions, to taking shortcuts to get a
building up faster than would usually be thought possible, the Mafia is truly an
organization to reckoned with.
When you choose to go to the Mafia and draw one of their cards, there’s no
telling what you are in for. Unlike the Contractor Cards which deal with
improvement quantity, the Architect Cards that deal with building quality, or
the Media cards that deal with Influence, with the Mafia there’s no telling what’s
in store for you. You may be given a gift, called upon to perform a favor that
you would normally never do, given a free Resource Mine, see an improvement
instantly destroyed, or provided with muscle to make another player see things
your way. The possibilities are endless, but the stakes will always be high.
To players wishing to pursue a righteous path fraught with public approval:
be warned. The Mafia are under close watch and it will not be uncommon for
you to find a drop in Influence purely for dealing with them. Statistics show this
will happen on about half of your visits.

MAFIA
CARDHOLDER

DRAW 1 Mafia Card for high stakes
wins or losses
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role detail_supportive
Everyone knows how slow things can be in the building industry without any
support from the Media. With a few small investments in advertisement, things
can start to happen a lot faster, merely at the cost of a hard earned reputation!
Hype is temporary influence, gained by trading your well-deserved Prestige
Points for a few moments of glory. During those moments (which last until
the end of next year before income) the will be public very excited about your
highest grossing building, which will produce income at the same multiplier
you used to get your Prestige Points in the first place. In addition, Hype and
Prestige Points together is Influence, thus important in the Zoning Board round.
For example, Jim, our friend who was so eager to be cruel to the other
players in the other examples, may have traded Prestige Points for Hype the
year before he started his diabolical plan in order to secure that Residential
Zoning decision, traded 21 Prestige Points for Hype. The multiplier for any
Prestige Points between 20 and 24 is x4. Thus, at the cost of 21 Prestige Points,
Jim would have gotten 84 Hype (which is really 63 Influence since he lost 21 PP)

THE MEDIA

Note that you can never have more than 99 Hype or Prestige Points, though in
theory you could have 99 of each.

CARDHOLDER

DRAW 1 Media Card
PURCHASE HYPE at +1 Multiplier

Also note that after your Hype has expired, the public wants to see you step out
of the limelight for a little while...so you’re going to have to wait until the next
year before you can get ‘hyped up’ again.

ALL PLAYERS

PURCHASE Hype at:
Note: More than 50
Influence reduces New
Construction cost 50%

01-09 PP = x2
10-19 PP = x3
20-24 PP = x4

Finally note that over 50 Influence reduces cost of all New Construction by 50%,
Over 75 Influence lets you build on 2 separate stoojes in 1 Contractor Phase!

The venture capitalist is always looking for the latest innovation and how to
profit off of it. A fairly stable endeavor, he is usually able to find a direct
relationship between selling his public image and profiting off of it.
Like the Mafia Card, this is an exclusive role that benefits only the Cardholder.
In this situation, rather than high stakes wins or losses, the player receives a
straightforward opportunity to trade his Prestige Points for Gobs at 1 : 20.
Note that as the game progresses, most players should reach a point where
they would receive more income from their highest grossing building purely
for trading that many Prestige Points for Hype than they would at this ratio.
Use this card for clear, direct strategies early in the game.

VENTURE CAPITALIST
CARDHOLDER

TRADE Prestige Points for Gobs at:
1 PP = $20

MASTERPLAN
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examples explained: player situations

In case you were paying attention to the plights of players in the previous examples, here’s a slightly more in depth analysis of our four players
and why they’re in the situation they’re currently in, a little past halfway through their game at the end of a year, right before income collection.
By studying their boards, you may be able to figure out much more than can be covered here. Clockwise from top left is Mel, Jim, Sally and Lex.
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examples explained: player situations

Mel is doing well. Her current yearly income is $355,
3 Steel, 3 unique Resources (Construction Company), and
+2 PP (3 for her Scape, -1 for Steel Mill). She finished her
goal of developing 4 Brownfield stoojes for an architecture
firm during Sally’s Role, but despite owning 2 forest stoojes
(from her last blyce purchased as Realtor), she has yet been
unable to get that land zoned. She purchased Hype 2 years
ago, was the only one to have it for a year, forgot to pick
the Zoning Board Role, and then the next year Lex and Jim
bought Hype and zoned the plains tier residential that is
now supporting Jim’s ‘Industry Lord’ strategy. Mel’s best
strategy in the game so far has been always getting at least
1 Quality Token on all of her constructs, adding a significant
income. Her highest grossing building is her factory ($160)
which has quality and an adjacent residential improvement
that makes her Lair very powerful against foes...

Jim is doing quite well, now that he’s placed his Airline
Production Unit in between 3 residentials. His current yearly
income is $545, 3 Glass, and -1 PP. He was able to be Project Leader
this year thanks to the Hype he purchased last year (having more
than 75 Hype also let him build a Ruddy Shack). He currently has 1
open commercial and 1 open industrial development tile, and so he
is prepping the items necessary to build those as far as he would like,
though he is low on cash and resources until he collects his yearly
income. He also drew a card that said he may build a free Scape next
developer phase, and so he has prepped that to remind himself to
place it on his residentially zoned open stooj. His next step will be to
build a Commercial Standard Construct on his Coastal Development
Tile with all the Glass he is about to acquire. He also wants to grab
this before another player tries to build on it, as he suspects someone
might potentially want to benefit from the +50% income received
due to the adjacent Glass Plant. Or just hurt him.

Lex is holding back some passive aggressive feelings, but

Sally is just starting to pick up her pace. Her current yearly income

doing fine just the same. His current yearly income is $210,
3 Concrete, 3 Steel, and -1 PP (-2 from Resource Mines +1
from Scape next to 1 Residential). He’s still mad that Mel
convinced him to build a Scape on the brownfield tier that’s
clearly benefiting her much more. He also wishes he had
spent more PP last Media phase, as he only needed 9 more
Influence to let him build on 2 stoojes. Next Developer
Phase, he is going to build a Lair (if he buy a Commercial
stooj during a Realtor phase first) and get back at the world.

MASTERPLAN
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is $180, 3 Wood, 3 Glass, and -2 PP. Thanks to her Lair., she also gets
to take the income from her highest grosses building ($75) from any
player(s) she wants. She wants to take it all from Jim, but he only has
20 dollars, so she will decide to ask for the money from every player.
75 divided by 4 rounds up to $20 from every player, so she
actually comes out 5 dollars ahead. Hooray. Next, especially since she
is getting yearly glass and is benefiting purely on prestige for 50%
off construction costs, she would like to get Jim back and build on his
Coastal Commercial Development...if possible.

sample strategies
1) LANDMISER
Takes advantage of Realtor card & buys blyces.
Players then buy their land, at their price,
& land kept has high adjacency potential.
2) DESERTER
Takes advantage of the unique attributes of
Glass & Desert to build multiple Glass Plants.
The Commercial zones are then built on
near exclusively to make use of their
balanced cost, income, and glass use.
3) STARCHITECT
Takes advantage of all the benefits of high
Influence, aided greatly by developing
Scapes, brownfields, and with their
Architecture Firm, both using Quality
Tokens, and selling them to other players.
4) BOB CONGEL
Takes advantage of the 20% income given by
other players building on their developments.
Focuses a solid half of the game buying and
developing stoojes, maintaining low prestige,
then once a hefty income has been made,
remaining developments will be built speedily.
5) INDUSTRY LORD
Takes advantage of the positive adjacencies
Industrial gains from Residential. Uses Zoning
Variance to place Ind. stooj in middle of Res.
If this is blocked, buy a tier and build Shacks.
6) EVIL MASTERMIND
Takes advantage of PP never falling below 00.
At the expense of Role preference, Hype, and
Voting, they rape Virgin Land, build Resource
Mines & use the Lair most diabolically. Mwaha.
Can you spot which image
goes with which strategy?
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sample game boards
Remember that in a typical game, each tier
represents 10-15 minutes of play (for familiar players).
With that in mind, try out variations beyond the two
standard hexagonal game pieces, using all of the
individually cut tiers. Here are some examples:
1) Deserted Wasteland
While glass and steel can be mined, players will be quick
to notice the lack of ‘green’ on this gameboard. The ample
brownfield means players are going to have plenty of
Prestige Points to toy with, and two whole tiers of desert
to shorten or lengthen the game.
2) Quicksand
Although it looks similar to the first scenario, this game
board makes the single brownfield tier serve as nothing
more than a kick start of relatively cheap land and means
to Prestige Points. After that, players either have to
terraform one or both of the desert tiers, or pay high
prices for the mountain tier. Also bear in mind that with
standard victory conditions, there are only 8 stoojes on
this board (if nothing gets terraformed) that have to be
improved, so players should have a strategy that will work
for 8 or 16 stoojes.
3) Oasis
Although perhaps initially appearing to be only a graphic
element, the water tier is key on this board because of
how it limits blyce purchases and potential adjacencies
between tiers. The coast can only be adjacent to desert
(unless terraformed), and one of the plains is completely
isolated from the rest of the board. Notice that the only
tier with 3 adjacencies is a desert. This kind of scenario
makes Zoning Variations a key component to victory.
4) One and All
As you probably notice, this board provides one tier of
every land type, but unlike the similar looking hex board,
there’s +1 plains which gives more cheap, straightfoward
land at the beginning, and an inlet of water that limits
adjacencies a little more. Plains, the most direct choice
for building, are put at a disadvantage here by only being
given 2 stoojes each with natural adjacencies. Good for
players who like using the similar hexboard, but wish the
game was just a little bit longer.

MASTERPLAN
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game play variations
The ‘Typical Game’ previously described is designed as a Full Game with all
rules active. Here are a couple variations that add different dynamics to the
game, and will be easier for younger/first time players to grasp.

JUNIOR GAME:

A very simple version of Masterplan, focusing on Standard Constructs. Due to
lack of Special Developments and Influence, gameboard should consist
primarily of Plains and maybe Brownfield. The higher costs of other land in
this game purely serves as ‘slim pickins’ effect, where players will only buy
more expensive land if that’s all that is left. Due to Role count, no more than 4
players may participate. Also note that because of the speed of building
Standard Constructs, the gameboard may be bigger than a typical game.
Consider each land tier to represent about 5-10 minutes of gameplay (with
players familiar with the rules).
Set Up:
Typical Game minus:
Roles- Architect, Media, Zoning Board, Developer
Event Cards- Architect, Media
Pieces- Influence Counters, Special Developments, Quality Tokens, 		
Zoning Indicators

Gameplay: First Project Leader is still decided by ResComInd. From there, role
picking and playing progresses as usual, though due to the lack of Influence,
everything progresses clockwise. stoojes are purchased and developed
during the Realtor Phase, with players placing their Development Tiles
immediately however they would like to zone. Venture Capitalist in this game
simply gives the Cardholder $20. Resources can still be gained by picking the
Contractor Role, but 2 resourcres may also be gained every time any Virgin
Stooj is developed (instead of just the first of a tier)..

Junior Game Bank
Variation from Typical Game
= absent
= modified

Influence Counter

CONDENSED GAME

A fairly complete game that eliminates a few levels of complexity. Shouldn’t
be played by more than 4 Players due to role count.
Set Up:
Typical Game minus:
Roles- Architect, Mafia, Media,
Event Cards- Architect, Contractor, Mafia, Media
Pieces- Hype Counter, Quality Tokens

Gameplay: The same as a Typical Game, though with slightly more
streamlined strategies. Prestige still plays an important role, even though
Hype isn’t available. Due to lack of Hype, try the game with players still
receiving a 50% construction discount at 50 Influence (PP in this case), but
the ability to build on 2 different stoojes during 1 Contractor Phase at 25 PP.
Expertise Huts may still be built, minus the Architecture Firm.
Intermediate Game Bank
Variation from Typical Game
= absent

END VARIATION

Players may wish to make a game shorter. This may be done by deciding
on a set number of years to be played from the outset of the game.
...and feel free to try out your own variations!

Influence Counter
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ADJACENCY- refers to any immediate improvements surrounding a
Standard Construct’s stooj. Residential receives +50% per Commercial
and -50% per Industrial, Commercial receives +50% per Industrial, and
Industrial receives +50% of its usual gob income per Residential
ADJACENCY. 3 positive adjacencies = 250% income (100%+3(50%))

-50%

ARCHITECT (role)- the designer of a building. A supportive role that
aids by allowing players to make Standard Constructs of higher quality,
providing +1 Prestige for each Quality Token affixed to a building, and
+50% income if any are affixed. People like nice construction.

+50%
+50%
+50%

ARCHITECT (event card)- Architect CARDS when drawn primarily relate
to the improvement level and quality of Standard Constructs; adding
or subtracting improvements and/or rewarding/punishing players for
their current Quality or level of improvement.

ADJACENCY RELATIONSHIPS
As long as a stooj is developed, specially
or standardly, it will affect the gob income
of relevantly zoned adjacent Standard
Constructs. If a Residential Standard
Construct is adjacent to 2 Industrial
Constructs (and no Quality Tokens)
it produces at 25%. If adjacent to 3,
it produces no income.

ARCHITECTURE FIRM- Expertise Hut given for developing 4
brownfield stoojes. If a player develops 8 Brownfield stoojes before any
other player develops 4, they receive the opportunity to build both of
the FIRMS. An ARCHITECTURE FIRM is represented by placing a Quality Token on a Special Development slab (from the Bank) on a bought
stooj during the Developer Phase. The FIRM produces 6 Quality Tokens
at the end of every Year.
BANK- refers to the storage of all pieces yet unowned by players. These
include Gobs, Quality Tokens, Buildings, Scapes, Resources, Roles,
Development Tiles, Event Cards, and unbought land (including tiers that
may replace Desert). Development Tiles, even though in a player’s color,
are still owned by the Bank until they are drawn during the Developer
Phase. The same goes for Standard Constructs & Special Slabs.

ARCHITECTURE FIRM
As long as a stooj is developed, specially
or standardly, it will affect the gob income
of relevantly zoned adjacent Standard
Constructs. If a Residential Standard
Construct is surrounded by 2 Industrial
Constructs (and no Quality Tokens) it
produces at 25%. If adjacent to 3, it
produces no income.

BLYCE- consists of 4 stoojes arranged into a macrocosm of the smaller
equilateral triangle, just as a tier. However, instead of being made up
the 4 stoojes from 1 tier, a BLYCE must stretch across 3 different tiers.
Thus, it will consist of 2 stoojes from 1 tier, 1 stooj from another tier, and
1 stooj from a third tier. The multiple tiers may be the same type.
A blyce may be less than 4 stoojes if it runs into another player’s
owned stooj(es), water stoojes, or the edge of the board.
BROWNFIELD- a previously used site that may be contaminated or
require extensive clearing. Every Improvement made to a Brownfield
stooj earns the player 1 Prestige Point, as the public is so thrilled to see
you using that toxic wasteland for good.
BUILD- refers to making a building during the Development or
Contractor Phase
BUILDINGS- refers to Special Developments and Standard Constructs
COAST- a waterfront site most lucrative with a Concrete Facility.
COMMERCIAL- zoning designation that allows for the building of Architecture Firms, Construction Companies, and Lairs, as well as the
construction of a Kiosk, Quick E-Mart, McDoogle’s Department Store,
and SuperMega Mall.

ACTIVE BANK
The bank seen partway through a game.
Notice the Roles being used by players are not
available, and the Roles that have not been
chosen recently has $10 for each unplayed year.

MASTERPLAN
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CONCRETE FACILITY- Concrete resource Mine. 3 available in typical
game. Cost is 100 Gobs, built during Developer Phase. Produces 3
Concrete per year if on a Coastal stooj,or 1 Concrete per year otherwise.
CONSTRUCT- an improvement made during the Contractor Phase.
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY- Expertise Hut given for building 1
Standard Construct on a stooj of each zoning type (Residential,
Industrial, Commercial). If a player builds 2 Standard Constructs of each
zoning type, before any other player builds 1 of each, they receive the
opportunity to build both of the COMPANIES. A CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY is represented by placing a Special Development slab on a
face-down resource (from the Bank) on a bought stooj during the
Developer. It produces 3 unique resources at the end of every Year.

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, built
commercially during the Developer Phase.

CONTRACTOR (role)- the fourth and final phase of the direct roles during
which players may make or improve 1 Standard Construct on a developed stooj, as well as add Quality Tokens.
CONTRACTOR

CONTRACTOR (event card)- Contractor CARDS when drawn primarily
relate to the construction of buildings; aiding or hindering construction
and/or rewarding/punishing players for their improvement quantity.

The Don is building
a skyscraper with a
‘carbon neutral’
footprint, at your
expense.

DESERT- a barren site unsuitable for Standard Constructs. Glass Plants
may be built on its stoojes, otherwise, the land must be terraformed for
$80. 2 Glass are not received when this land is developed/terraformed.

Any player with more than
3 total resources at the
beginning of the next
Contractor phase will
lose all of them.

DEVELOPER- the third phase of the direct roles during which players
may develop multiple stoojes for preparation of Standard Constructs,
or immediately build Special Developments.
DEVELOPMENT TILES- pieces of the player’s color the same size as a
stooj, received and/or placed during the Development phase and
necessary before constructing Standard Constructs. Can also be built
on by other player’s with more prestige.

MAFIA EVENT CARD example
The ‘i’ at the top states that it is an
informational card, and that its
contents must be revealed to the
other players next Contractor Phase.

DIRECT ROLE- roles that lead most directly to construction: Zoning
Board, Realtor, Developer and Contractor.

Until then, the player who drew this
card may use this information any
way they wish, selling it, lying
about it, or gaining players’
favor by alerting them.

DEVELOPED- refers to a stooj with a Development Tile.

EXPERTISE HUTS- Commercially zoned buildings built during the
Developer Phase . They are: Architecture Firms, Construction
Companies, and Lairs. Typically, there are 2 of each available.

8

EVENT CARD- Cards that signify an event, informational or actional,
taking place immediately, during a coming phase, or at a player’s will.
There are Architect, Contractor, Mafia, and Media Event Cards.

keep and use at will for the rest of the game.

information to be revealed next
Developer phase.

FOREST- a wooded site most lucrative with a Lumber Yard.

DEVELOPER

GAME START- with the board, bank, and player pieces set up, players
play Rescomind to decide who will be the first Project Leader.

play card immediately.

information to be revealed
immediately
play card any Developer phase.
DEVELOPER

EVENT CARD SYMBOL KEY

GAME END- typical: when every non-Desert stooj has been Developed.
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GLASS PLANT- Glass resource Mine. 2 available in typical game. Cost is
200 Gobs, built during Developer Phase. Produces 3 Glass per year if on
a Desert stooj, or 1 Glass per year if placed on any other stooj.

5

GOB- the currency of Tryste, always rounded up to next $5.
GOB INCOME- monetary income received at the end of a Year, primarily
from Standard Constructs, aided by Quality Tokens and adjacencies.
GOODY INCOME- resources and Quality Tokens received at Year End
HYPE- temporary Prestige Points. HYPE + Prestige Points = Influence,
most relevant for Project Leader and voting in the Zoning Board phase.
HYPE cannot be spent the way Prestige Points can, but it can be traded
with other players. You may never have more than 99 HYPE at any time.

5 GOB piece; the smallest currency in
Masterplan. All income and transactions
of any kind round up to next 5

IMPROVEMENT- any development or construction on a purchased and
zoned stooj. Once a stooj has been developed, its IMPROVEMENT count
is 1. Once a Level 1 Standard construct (such as a Sweat Shop) has been
constructed, the IMPROVEMENT count is 2. The number of
IMPROVEMENTS a player has made decides the winner of the game.
INDUSTRIAL- zoning designation that allows for the building of Lumber
Yards, Concrete Facilities, Glass Plants, and Steel Mills, Sweat Shops,
Warehouses, Factories, and Airline Production Units.
INFLUENCE- Hype + Prestige Points. More than 50 gives player a 50%
discount on any New Construction (during Contractor Phase)
LAIR, built commercially during
the Developer Phase.

INFLUENCE COUNTER- spiral bound score card with Prestige Points and
Hype totalling up to 99 each. A card in the middle instructs players how
to keep track of the life of their Hype.
ITEMS- all receivable pieces (Gobs, resources, Quality Tokens, Dev. Tiles)
LAIR- Expertise Hut given for building 2 Resource Mines of any kind. If a
player builds 4 resource Mines before any other player builds 2, they
receive the opportunity to build both of the LAIRS. A LAIR is
represented by placing a Special Development slab on a 1000 Gob
piece (from the Bank) on a bought stooj during the Developer Phase. A
LAIR takes your highest grossing Standard Construct’s income from 1 or
more players of your choice (before they receive their yearly income).
A second LAIR does the same, only with the second highest grossing
building. If the Players cannot pay the full income, you take what they
have, and do NOT receive the remainder of the income from the Bank.
LUMBER YARD- Lumber resource Mine. 4 available in typical game. Cost
is 100 Gobs, built during Developer Phase. Produces 3 Lumber per year
if on a Forest stooj, or 1 Lumber per year if placed on any other stooj.

LUMBER YARD, built industrially
during the Developer Phase.
Because it’s on a Forest stooj, it
will generate 3 Lumber per year
and subtract 1 Prestige Point.
If it were built anywhere else, it
would generate 1 wood per year
and not affect Influence at all.

MASTERPLAN

MAFIA (role)- well-known manipulators of the construction industry.
Hold great sway and can greatly speed things up, or slow them down.
Only go to the MAFIA as a last resort. Or if you’re feeling dangerous...
MAFIA (event card)- Mafia CARDS are not as consistent on their topic as
the Architect, Contractor, or Media cards, but you can bet that the result
will be more extreme, helping or hurting players to a greater extent.
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MASTERPLAN- a devious plot.
MEDIA (role)- a facet of society that manipulates people into thinking
things are better or worse than they actually are. This is a Supporting
Role that allows players to purchase Hype.
MEDIA (event card)- Media CARDS when drawn primarily relate to
players’ Influence; adding or subtracting Influence and/or rewarding/
punishing players for their current Influence.

+0%
0 PP

MOUNTAIN- a beautiful, treacherous site most lucrative with a Steel Mill
PLAINS- a cleared tabula rasa site ready to receive improvement.
PLAYER- See YOU! Masterplan can be played with 2 to 6 Players, unless
players wish to form teams, in which Masterplan can support up to 326

+50%
1 PP

PRESTIGE POINTS (PP)- Spendable Influence. Every player starts with
1 Prestige Point, to be displayed on their Influence Counter. You may
never have more than 99 Prestige Points at any time.

+50%
3 PP

HOW QUALITY TOKENS
AFFECT A STANDARD CONSTRUCT
If a player had a Quality Token
and 3 positive adjacencies
(Commercial in this case),
they would produce
Gob Income at 300%
For Prestige Points, up to
6 tokens may be affixed

PROJECT LEADER- First player to pick a Role for the year. For the
beginning of the game, this is decided by ResComInd. Thereafter, it is
decided by the player with the most Influence at the end of the Year.
QUALITY TOKENS- pieces gained during the Architect Phase (or at the
end of the year with an Architecture Firm) that represent the design
quality of a Standard Construct when affixed during the Contractor
Phase. Each affixed TOKEN provides +1 PP, and any gives +50% income.
REALTOR- the second phase of the direct roles during which players
purchase land; cardholder a blyce and other players a stooj.
RESCOMIND- A two handed variation on Rocks, Paper, Scissors in which
Residential beats Commercial, Commercial beats Industrial, and
Industrial beats Residential. The relationships in this game also happen
to be the zoning relations that receive +50% income per adjacency.
RESIDENTIAL- zoning designation that allows for the building of Scapes,
as well as the construction of Ruddy Shacks, Victorian Houses,
Apartment Complexes, and Mansion Estates.
RESOURCE MINES- Industrially zoned buildings built during the
Developer Phase that produce 1 or 3 resources per year. They are
represented by placing a resource (from the Bank) on a bought stooj.
RESOURCES- Include Lumber, Concrete, Glass, and Steel. Provide
discounts on building and improving based on zoning type. Can be
gained by developing virgin land or building Resource Mines.

RESCOMIND/ADJACENCY ADVANTAGES

SCAPE- Residentially zoned recreational area built for free by the
Cardholder of the Developer phase on a stooj they own. Provides 1 PP
per year for each Residential Standard Construct or SCAPE adjacent.
Represented by placing a naked Special Development slab.
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SPECIAL
DEVELOPMENT
SLABS

DEVELOPMENT
TILES

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT- everything built during the Developer Phase,
including: Scapes, Expertise Huts, and Resource Mines. Each SPECIAL
DEVELOPMENT is worth 1 improvement toward victory conditions.
SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT SLAB- rectangular piece of the player’s color
that represent a Special Development, usually with other pieces as well
STANDARD CONSTRUCTS- buildings that require a zoned and
purchased stooj with an affixed development tile to be constructed on.
They are built during the Contractor Phase, may be improved up to 3
times after initial construction, provide the player with Prestige Points,
and produce Gob income at the end of the year affected by the zoning
improved adjacent stoojes (i.e. Shack, Super Mega Mall, Factory,etc..
NOT Scape, Architecture Firm, Glass Plant, etc.). Each improvement for a
standard building count once toward victory conditions.

STANDARD
CONSTRUCTS

STEEL MILL- Steel resource Mine. 1 available in typical game. Cost is 200
Gobs, built during Developer Phase. Produces 3 Steel per year if on a
Mountain stooj, or 1 Steel per year if placed on any other stooj.

Some ITEMS owned by the Bank
that a player would keep to
the side of their board.

STOOJ- 1/4 of a tier. A STOOJ is the unit of land on which buying,
developing, and construction takes place on.

PLAINS
1 BLYCE
MOUNTAINS

SUPPORTING ROLE- Roles that aid without directly affecting the construction process. They are: Architect, Media, Mafia, & Venture Capitalist.
TEAM- See PLAYER
TIER- consists of 4 stoojes arranged into a macrocosm of the smaller
equilateral triangle. A TIER is a single triangular land ‘piece’, consisting
of all of one type of land (i.e. Coast, Brownfield, Plains, etc.)
TRYSTE- the city in progress at which our fair game taketh place.

1 COASTAL STOOJ

TYPICAL GAME- game played without any variations to rules.
VENTURE CAPITALIST- a speculator who makes money available for
innovative projects. This is a Supporting Role that allows the
Cardholder to trade Prestige for Gobs.

BROWNFIELD
1 DESERT TIER

VIRGIN LAND- refers to Forest, Coast, and Mountain tiers that have not
had a stooj developed yet. The first player to develop a stooj on a VIRGIN tier receives 2 of the corresponding resource, but -2 PP.
YEAR- duration of time after which every player has chosen 1 role.
YOU- see PLAYER
ZONING INDICATOR- denotes Residential, Commercial, or Industrial
ZONING BOARD- the first phase of the direct roles during which players
zone a new tier of land based on Influence votes. A Zoning Variance
may also be bid on by Cardholder, or blocked by other players.
TYPICAL GAME with 4 players,
a little past its halfway point

MASTERPLAN
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ZONING VARIANCE- an opportunity bidded on by the Cardholder of the
Zoning Board Phase that allows a player to zone a stooj, regardless of
its tier’s zoning. Can be blocked by a higher bid.

f.a.q.
QUESTION: If only Standard Constructs are affected by adjacency, and to qualify as an adjacency a stooj simply has to
be improved, then do stoojes with Special Developments still qualify as an adjacency for a Standard Construct?
ANSWER: Yes, improvement to a stooj after buying & zoning it then makes that stooj a potential adjacency.
QUESTION: If I’m in the second year of my Hype, then someone plays the Media Role, can I buy more Hype?
ANSWER: Yes, but any Hype you purchase then will still expire at the end of the year (before income), just as the rest of
your Hype. This only makes sense if you’re desperate to secure a Zoning Board victory or Contractor phase benefits.
QUESTION: Can you give me any random advice that didn’t really fit anywhere else in this manual?
ANSWER: Yes. If you plan on using a strategy that will leave you deprived of Influence, try to sit to the left of someone
who you suspect will spend much of the game as Project Leader. This way, you’ll still always go second!
QUESTION: Why are the triangle land pieces named as they are? Couldn’t you just call them big tri’s and small tri’s?
ANSWER: No. We pay homage to 3 great trios: ‘stooj’ for 3 stooges, ‘tier’ for 3 musketeers, & ‘blyce’ for 3 blind mice.
QUESTION: I’m confused by all this terminology.

IMPROVEMENTS

ANSWER:

STANDARD CONSTRUCTS
CONTRACTOR
CARDHOLDER

DRAW 1 Contractor Card
DRAW 1 free Resource
ALL PLAYERS

BUILD on 1 developed Stooj
IMPROVE Stoojes as desired

RUDDY SHACK

KIOSK

SWEAT SHOP

VICTORIAN HOUSE

QUICK E-MART

`WAREHOUSE

APARTMENT COMPLEX
MANSION ESTATE

MCDOOGLE’S DEP’T STORE

FACTORY

SUPERMEGA MALL

AIRLINE PRODUCTION UNIT

EXPERTISE HUTS

SCAPE

RESOURCE MINES

ARCHITECTURE FIRM

LUMBER YARD

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

CONCRETE FACILITY

LAIR

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTS

GLASS PLANT
STEEL MILL

DEVELOPER
CARDHOLDER

DRAW +1 Development Tile
DEVELOP 1 free Scape

GOB

ALL PLAYERS

DRAW 1 Development Tile
PLACE as many on purchased &
zoned Stoojes as are available

DEVELOPMENT TILE

RESOURCE

QUALITY TOKEN
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